HearPod, Inc. Leads the Way in Digital
Hearing-Aid Technology and Comfortable
Design at Affordable Prices
CORNELIUS, NC – Aug. 2 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — HearPod hearing-aid solutions
were developed by baby boomers for baby boomers to resolve mild to moderate
and high-frequency hearing loss. A uniquely-designed silicone pillow has
allowed the manufacturers of HearPod hearing aids to have an incredible edge
for dispensing high-end digital hearing aids for hearing-loss treatment.

Baby boomers do not like settling for second best; that
is why this active, successful and health-conscious group of people is
turning to HearPod digital hearing aids – to help improve their lives through
better hearing.
“HearPod is not just another hearing aid,” Randy Wohlers, President of
HearPod, Inc., said. “It is the culmination of years of research using a
combination of the latest 100-percent digital technology and ultracomfortable anatomically-designed shells. Most people find these shells even
more comfortable than custom shells.”
A uniquely-designed silicone pillow has allowed the manufacturers of HearPod
hearing aids to have an incredible edge for dispensing high-end digital
hearing aids for hearing-loss treatment. The silicone pillow provides comfort
and is effective for moderate to severe hearing loss.
According to hearing loss studies, there are over 31 million Americans who
have hearing loss; only 20 percent seek help.
“I believe the reason why 80 percent of people who need hearing aids do not
buy them, is due to quality and comfort,” Wohlers explained. “Our 100-percent
digital product combined with the silicone pillow provides a comfortable and
affordable solution. Most of our products result in as much as 75 percent in
savings when compared to other digital hearing aids.”
There are three HearPod models that are all custom-programmed for individual
hearing loss. The silicone pillows come in three sizes, allowing the customer
to personalize sizes for comfort.

For those seeking something a little different, HearPod II models can be
ordered with a diamond-like stud.
Custom molds are also available; however most do not require the added
expense because of the technical design and application of the silicone
pillows.
“We ask our clients to provide an audiogram from their personal physician or
hearing healthcare professional so we can put together the perfect
prescription for their individual hearing-loss situation,” Wohlers said. “We
make it clear to our customers that they should first be seen by a doctor to
determine if a hearing aid would benefit them.”
Orders can be placed online or faxed. All HearPods come with a one-year
warranty which includes free shipping and a year’s supply of batteries and
wax guards. The company, which is FDA-licensed, also offers customer service
24 hours per day, seven days per week at their 800 number (800-851-2414),
instructional videos, door-to-door service, extended warranties, a 45-day
money back guarantee and digital upgrades for old hearing aids.
For over 30 years, Wohlers, BC HIS, has been in private practice dispensing
hearing instruments. He is Board Certified in Hearing Instrument Science, and
is also a long-time member of the National Hearing Aid Society.
Wohlers is President of HearPod Inc., headquartered in Cornelius, NC, and
also owns hearing-health practices in Hawaii.
“HearPod digital hearing devices can help people maximize their
effectiveness, stay active, maintain relationships, enjoy music and
conversation, and laugh with friends and family,” Wohlers explained. “So,
join the many baby boomers who continue to stay in the game and get the edge
with HearPod.”
For more information, visit: www.myhearpod.com
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